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Abstract  
This paper summarizes the development of prototype vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) safety 
applications in the United States under a cooperative agreement between the Crash 
Avoidance Metrics Partners, LLC (CAMP) and the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA). After consideration of a number of V2I safety applications, Red Light Violation 
Warning, Curve Speed Warning and Reduced Speed Zone Warning / Lane Closure Warning 
were selected for further development. Building upon prior work, Concepts of Operation, 
Performance Requirements and Objective Test Procedures were developed for these 
applications, along with the required message standards, 
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Definition 
Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications for safety is the wireless exchange of 
operational data between vehicles and highway infrastructure. This safety application is 
intended to develop communications primarily for assisting in the avoidance of motor vehicle 
crashes while enabling a wide range of other safety, mobility, and environmental benefits. (1)  

V2I safety applications potentially address those crash scenarios that require information 
from the infrastructure for which vehicle on-board sensors may not permit an application to 
provide an alert or warning to a driver for taking an appropriate action.  

V2I safety applications typically employ wireless communications using Dedicated Short-
Range Communications (DSRC) due to the need for dedicated, low latency communications. 
Mobility and road weather applications, which may also provide safety benefits by providing 
information on queues, road surface conditions, and other situations that require a driver 
response, may use other communications modes depending on availability and latency needs. 
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Background 
Development of V2I safety applications has been a long-term goal of the ITS JPO. The 2012 
update to the ITS Strategic Research Plan, 2010-2014 (2) made the following statement 
regarding this goal:  

“The vision for the V2I research is to enable safety applications that are designed to help 
avoid or mitigate vehicle crashes (inclusive of automobiles, trucks, motor coaches, and transit 
vehicles), particularly for those crash scenarios not addressed by V2V research. It also 
focuses on creating national interoperability to support infrastructure and vehicle 
deployments; and facilitating interoperable, cost-effective infrastructure deployment.” 

Over the past several years, significant background work has been accomplished to realize 
the development of V2I safety applications. In March 2011, the FHWA published the Crash 
Data Analyses for Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Communications for Safety Applications. (3) The 
report is based on 2005 to 2008 data from the National Automotive Sample System General 
Estimating System (NASS GES), with an annual estimated total of 6 million vehicle crashes, 
approximately 1.9 million are single-vehicle crashes and 4.1 million are multi-vehicle 
crashes. The report assessed the potential for 12 proposed V2I safety application areas to 
address the estimated annual U.S. crash frequency and crash cost. The assessment indicate 
the potential to address 73 percent of estimated single vehicle crash costs and 43 percent of 
multi-vehicle crash costs, assuming 100 percent deployment and 100 percent effectiveness. 
These results include crashes that may also be addressed through V2V safety applications. 
Nonetheless, the assessment clearly indicates that V2I safety applications have the potential 
to contribute to a reduction in the number and costs of motor vehicle crashes. 

Following publication of the Crash Data Analyses for Vehicle-to-Infrastructure 
Communications for Safety Applications, representatives from the ITS-JPO and FHWA met 
with stakeholders to prioritize the list of potential V2I safety applications for further 
development. Three applications, red-light violation warning (RLVW), Stop sign gap assist 
(SSGA), and curve speed warning (CSW), were identified as having broad and immediate 
applicability. An additional five potential applications, Stop sign violation warning (SSVW), 
railroad crossing violation warning (RRCVW), spot weather information warning (SWIW), 
oversize vehicle warning (OVW), and reduced speed zone warning/lane closure (RSZW/LC) 
were also recommended for further consideration by the ITS JPO.  

Using a systems engineering process, Concepts of Operations (ConOps) were developed for 
the eight potential V2I safety applications. (4, 5) A ConOps is intended to provide a 
description of a system from the user’s perspective. For V2I safety applications, the users 
include both the driver of a vehicle and the owner/operator of the roadway infrastructure. The 
ConOps also provides a high-level review of the probable cost effectiveness of an 
application, based on how extensively systems would need to be deployed to affect some 
percentage of target crashes. System Requirements (SysReq) were then developed for five 
potential V2I safety applications, RLVW, SSGA, CSW, SWIW, and RSZW/LC that address 
broad application areas: intersections, speeding and localized anomalies in traffic flow. (6, 7)  

The SysReq transforms the descriptive overview of a system from the ConOps into functional 
requirements of the system. This includes a description of how the system is intended to 
operate, including how components of the system will be integrated, and when and how alerts 
and warnings are intended to be provided to vehicle drivers. The SysReq form the basis of 
developing specific Performance Requirements for selected potential applications.  
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Selection of V2I Safety Applications for Development 
The Crash Avoidance Metrics Partner, LLC (CAMP) V2I Consortium (FCA, Ford, GM, 
Honda, Hyundai-Kia, Mazda, Nissan, Subaru, Volvo Truck and VW/Audi) conducted a 
technical assessment of five potential V2I safety applications and the underlying connected 
vehicle systems. The overall goal of the project was to develop and evaluate prototype safety 
applications in test vehicles using DSRC-based V2I communication.  

The criteria developed to support selection of candidate V2I safety applications for build and 
evaluation is described here. A technical assessment of proposed V2I safety applications 
rendered an OEM-perspective to the implementation feasibility (common requirements), 
benefits, and issues concerning operational scenarios and possible mitigation. At the same 
time, it was also desirable to pilot applications in each of the three application areas. 

A technical assessment for all five V2I safety applications from (6, 7) was conducted and is 
summarized in Table 1. Focusing on infrastructure interaction and deployment, and 
considering the cost and timing limitations of the project, the project team selected a 
representative cross section of V2I safety applications.  The project team elected to build one 
intersection-based (RLVW), one speed-related (CSW) and one traffic anomaly (RSZW/LC) 
warning application to explore the range of potential benefits associated with V2I 
communication-based safety. 

Table 1 - Criteria for Selecting Representative V2I Safety Applications 

 

It was clear from AASHTO’s infrastructure deployment analysis (8) that signalized 
intersections would provide a significantly greater number of installations over time in higher 
density environments, thereby justifying the selection of RLVW as a pilot application. With 
regard to traffic anomalies, even though weather-related issues are a significant contributor to 
crashes, work zones are an easier condition to replicate for development purposes, and thus 
the RSZW/LC was selected as a pilot application. Rounding out the application space, CSW 
was selected as the speed related application. The selection criteria and rationale for the 
application selection were conducted in cooperation, and following detailed discussions, with 
the FHWA, thus, including their input in the process. 
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Development of Safety Applications 
Over the years many non-DSRC infrastructure-based countermeasures have been 
implemented by public agencies and vehicle-based countermeasures have been implemented 
by vehicle Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) for the purpose of improving safety. 
These systems have not typically integrated infrastructure and vehicle data. Integrating 
roadside infrastructure and vehicle data in crash countermeasures systems are anticipated to 
deliver more robust information for identifying driving hazards and providing drivers with 
more accurate and timely warnings of potentially unsafe roadway conditions. 

The following sections describe the elements for implementing the V2I safety applications 
from an OEM’s perspective, with emphasis given to the data needed from the infrastructure 
for the vehicle-side of the application.  

Safety Application System Architecture 
The first step was to develop a 
system architecture for the V2I 
safety applications. At a high 
level, the system architecture 
can be classified into vehicle-
based and infrastructure-based 
subsystems, and application 
specific wireless messages as 
illustrated in Figure 1.  

The Road-side Unit (RSU) 
within infrastructure-based subsystem broadcasts application specific infrastructure data, 
such as signal phase and timing (SPaT) data, work zone/lane closure information, or road 
curvature and surface condition, as appropriate, for use by the various applications. Channel 
172 of the 5.9 GHz DSRC spectrum was used to broadcast the V2I DSRC messages. 

The vehicle On-board Equipment (OBE) within the vehicle-based subsystem receives over-
the-air DSRC messages from the RSU, captures vehicle position information from a Global 
Positioning System (GPS) receiver, and vehicle status data through an interface such as 
Controller Area Network (CAN), for use by applications. The application processing 
component also provides an interface to the Driver Vehicle Interface (DVI) for alerts and 
warnings.  

Infrastructure Architecture 
The infrastructure system architecture is shown in 
Figure 2. The key blocks are: 

RSU: An embedded system that includes a DSRC 
radio, computing platform, and necessary Input / 
Output (I/O) interfaces. A commercially available unit 
was used as the RSU for this project. 

Base Station: A Differential GPS (DGPS)/Radio 
Technical Commission for Maritime Services 
(RTCM) Correction Base Station provided data to the 
RSU for packaging and broadcasting a DSRC-based 
GPS correction message. A commercially available 
GPS receiver was used for the base station. RTCM 

Figure 1 - High-Level System Architecture for DSRC-
based V2I Safety Applications 

Figure 2 - Block-Diagram of a 
Signalized Infrastructure 

Architecture 
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version 3.0 message type 1001, GPS L1 observations, and message type 1005 Antenna 
Reference Point (ARP) station coordinates were used. The RSU transmitted local DGPS 
corrections when available by using the RTCM corrections message format defined in SAE 
J2735 and synchronizes its time clock with the GPS time. 

Traffic Signal Controller: The infrastructure system was interfaced to a National 
Transportation Communications for ITS Protocol (NTCIP) 1202 Standard (9) compliant 
traffic signal controller through the RSU. The signal controller forwarded SPaT data to the 
RSU when polled, for broadcasting the SPaT message. 

Security Certificates: Long-term, location-independent, security certificates were used for 
the project. While security certificates were not required for the purposes of developing and 
testing prototype applications, there were included to validate encoding and decoding V2I 
messages with security certificates and to validate message authenticity of the sender. The 
implementation enabled the RSU to sign and validate DSRC messages using the IEEE 1609.2 
security standard and store the security certificates. 

In-Vehicle Architecture 
Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the in-
vehicle system architecture. A common OBE 
was developed to support all three safety 
applications and was integrated in OEM test 
vehicles. The OBE has a DSRC 
communication unit, a vehicle data subsystem, 
a GPS data subsystem, a display for DVI, and 
a wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi) router. 

Safety Applications Processing (SAP) unit: 
The SAP unit consists of a dual radio unit for 
DSRC communications, a GPS receiver for 
vehicle position, CAN interface for vehicle 
data, an Ethernet interface for communications with external devices, and a Universal Serial 
Bus (USB) interface for data logging. It includes an Operating System (OS), software drivers, 
wireless services, and a software stack to run the developed applications. An engineering 
Graphical User Interface (eGUI) was incorporated for development purposes to enable a 
visual display for debugging test parameters in addition to the Inform and Warning messages 
generated by the application algorithm. The SAP unit included data logging capabilities for 
post-hoc analysis and replaying of test scenarios. It also provided the interface for a DVI to 
display application-relevant information. The in-vehicle application software resides on the 
SAP unit. Vehicle data are communicated with the SAP unit in one of two ways: 1) via CAN 
bus using a pre-defined CAMP CAN message structure or 2) as a BSM via Ethernet over 
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) (i.e., BSM proxy). The application output messages were 
displayed on the vehicle DVI either through CAN or the Ethernet. The Wi-Fi router provided 
remote access to the SAP unit for software updates and downloading logged data. 

Vehicle Status unit: The vehicle data block highlighted in light green in Figure 3 provided 
vehicle status data to the SAP unit for use by the application. OEM proprietary vehicle CAN 
data were translated by the CAN Gateway module into common CAMP CAN format 
developed for the project. The data were provided either in a common CAMP CAN format or 
as a Basic Safety Message (BSM) proxy message, as designed in the V2I Consortium OEM 
member test vehicle. Each OEM integrating the safety applications into their vehicle was 

Figure 3 - In-Vehicle Architecture Block 
Diagram 
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responsible for providing vehicle status data to the SAP unit for use by the application 
algorithm. 

GPS component: The GPS data subsystem consisted of two GPS receivers: 1) an 
automotive-grade receiver that does not support RTCM correction and 2) a second receiver 
that supported RTCM correction. A user selectable switch provided input to the SAP unit 
from the selected GPS receiver. This provided the capability to input GPS data with or 
without RTCM correction to the application algorithm for performance evaluation. 

Existing Wireless Message Architecture Limitations 
The existing SAE J2735 standard enables various types of advisory and road sign messages 
using the Traveler Information Message (TIM) structure. During application development it 
was determined that the current structure of the TIM has limitations for support of the CSW 
and RSZW/LC applications as intended. This motivated the design of a novel Basic 
Information Message (BIM) to support these applications.  

Proposed Basic Information Message Structure 
A new message format that enables the 
transmission of all required data 
elements for the current V2I safety 
applications in a single message was 
developed and implemented in OEM 
test vehicles to support testing of the 
applications. More importantly, this 
message format should be extensible to 
support other future event based 
applications for both V2I and 
potentially for Vehicle-to-Vehicle 
(V2V) applications in the future. 

The BIM structure is based on the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) 
standard (10) for the Decentralized Environmental Notification Message (DENM), which has 
reached a significant maturity and is expected to be adopted for V2I use cases. This concept 
of message structure uses existing SAE J2735 data elements. As shown in Figure 4, the BIM 
structure is made of a container concept consisting of a common container that provides basic 
information data elements about an event, such as event location, type, time and duration. 
The event-specific container provides data elements relevant to the event (e.g., speed limits, 
event MAP, associated flags) for use by on-board applications. Such a concept provides 
flexibility to extend the message structure by adding containers for future event types (use 
cases) while maintaining backward compatibility. 

Safety Application Architecture 
Algorithms for each prototype safety application were developed for implementing in OEM 
test vehicles for performance testing and evaluation. Algorithms for all three applications 
consist of four main components. A flow diagram depicting the primary components of the 
algorithm is shown in Figure 5 and are described below. 

Event Relevance: This component evaluates the relevance of surrounding zones based on 
host vehicle (HV) approach for determining the relevant event, since potentially it may be 
receiving multiple messages from multiple events. MAP Matching: This component uses 
MAP data received from the RSU for map matching using zone geometry, current vehicle 

Figure 4 - Basic Information Message Structure 
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position and vehicle path history. Matching is performed at 
road-level or lane-level, as required by the application. 
DGPS/RTCM correction data may be used, as needed, for 
lane-level matching.  

Warning Level Assessment: This component runs an 
application-specific threat assessment algorithm to determine 
the appropriate warning level. It is based on vehicle speed and 
position from the event, posted speed limit of the road on 
which the vehicle is traveling, several vehicle dynamics 
parameters and status indicators such as a turn signal 
indication, and event-specific requirements. 

Inform/Warning Generation: This component generates 
event specific Inform / Warning messages for output to the 
vehicle DVI. 

The following section describes the development and testing of 
the three prototype V2I safety applications. 

Red Light Violation Warning 
The RLVW application warns the driver of an approaching signalized intersection when the 
potential to run a red light is determined based 
on data received from infrastructure- and 
vehicle-based sensors. The application receives 
SPaT information, intersection geometry 
information description (MAP) message and 
optional RTCM correction from the RSU and 
combines it with vehicle kinematic data for 
determination of potential red light violation. 
The information flow for the application is 
shown in Figure 6. 

The infrastructure transmits the intersection MAP message at 1 Hz and SPaT at 10 Hz. 
Optionally, the infrastructure transmits RTCM version 3.0 message type 1001 (GPS L1 
observations) at 5 Hz and message type 1005 (Antenna Reference Point (ARP)) station 
coordinates at 2 Hz to be used by the vehicle for high accuracy positioning. The application 
considers vehicle speed, distance to stop bar, driver reaction time, vehicle stopping distance 
and other system delays for calculating the warning distance. 

Curve Speed Warning 
The CSW application informs the driver of an 
approaching curve and warns when the vehicle 
speed is too high, as defined by the system, for 
safe travel through the curve. The in-vehicle 
application receives curve-related information 
from the infrastructure and combines it with 
vehicle dynamics parameters to calculate speed 
thresholds (centripetal and stability / roll-over) 
for the curve. The information flow for the CSW 
application is shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 5 - Safety 
Application Algorithm 

Components 

Figure 7 - CSW Application 
Information Flow 

Figure 6- RLVW Application 
Information Flow 
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Maximum Speed Calculation for the Curve 

The maximum calculated  recommended speed for a curve, Vmax, is a function of the vehicle 
dynamics and infrastructure parameters, such as the minimum radius of curvature, surface 
coefficient of friction, and superelevation, or bank angle of the road. Two different 
computations for the maximum vehicle speed for road curvature are considered. The 
‘Centripetal’ is more appropriate for the light-weight vehicles, while the ‘Stability Critical’ is 
aimed at capturing the dynamics associated with heavy-duty vehicles.  

For passenger vehicles the limiting recommended speed is typically Centripetal Vmax. 
Traversing the curve at higher speeds will result in tire “breakaway” from the driving surface. 
For heavy trucks, with a much higher Center of Gravity (COG), the appropriate Vmax is 
typically limited by vehicle rollover. The closed-form expressions vary depending on the 
vehicle configuration (e.g., tractor-trailer combinations), but the most important piece of 
information is that the COG of a loaded tractor-trailer configuration will continually change 
and estimating this accurately and representing it as a closed-form solution is quite 
challenging. This can be achieved via vehicle sensing or an empirical look-up table. The 
Stability Critical speed depends on the height of the COG and is the key distinguishing 
feature. Table 2 summarizes the procedure to compute Vmax. 

Table 2 - Computation of Vmax 

Speed Description 

Centripetal Vmax  
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 =  �

𝑟𝑟 ∗ 𝑔𝑔 ∗ (tan(𝜃𝜃) +  𝜇𝜇)
1 −  𝜇𝜇 ∗ tan(𝜃𝜃)  

where: 

𝑟𝑟 is the minimum radius of the road curvature;  

g = 9.8 m/s2; 

θ is the superelevation; and  

µ is the coefficient of friction for the road surface 

Note:  a reconfigurable factor of safety of 65% is applied to µ. 

Stability Critical 
Vmax 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 =  �𝑟𝑟 ∗ 𝑔𝑔 ∗ ���

𝑇𝑇
2ℎ
� ∗ ∝� + tan∅� 

where:  

∝ is the ‘reduction factor’ due to compliance and backlash effects 
in tires, suspension, and frame which lies between 0.6 and 0.8;  

T is the track width and ranges from 1.8 to 2.5 m;  

h is the height of the center of gravity in meters; and 

θ  is the superelevation. 

The minimum radius of curvature, if known, can be specified in the BIM (DSRC message 
from RSU). Otherwise, it can be computed using the curve geometry specified in the BIM 
using Sagitta (also known as the versine) (11), a line segment drawn perpendicular to a chord 
between the midpoint of that chord and the arc of the circle. The CSW application uses a 
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sequence of three-points along the road segments to iteratively compute the radius of the road 
curvature. In the current implementation, only the innermost lane was considered for a multi-
lane curved road. 

Similarly, superelevation and road surface coefficient of friction, if known can be specified in 
the BIM. When these data elements are not specified in the message for Vmax computation, 
appropriate values used for superelevation are obtained from Road & Bridge Standard Plans 
published by the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) (p. 238 in (12)) and 
common road surface friction coefficient for car tires, obtained from Engineering Analysis of 
Vehicular Accidents (13). 

Warning Distance Calculation 
Warning distance computations are based on the distance required for a vehicle to slow down 
to the appropriate Vmax value. In cases where curvature is represented by multiple node 
segments, Vmax is computed for each segment and warning distances are iteratively computed 
for each Vmax. Two speed reduction warnings are generated by the in-vehicle application. The 
timing of the warnings correspond to the distance needed to decelerate the vehicle from the 
approach speed to the computed Vmax based on a deceleration rate of 2.4 m/s2 for the first 
warning, and a deceleration rate of 4.6 m/s2for the second warning. The deceleration rates are 
configurable in the prototype application. 

Figure 8 provides an example of how warning 
distances are laid out on a curve. As shown, a curve 
can be represented by nodes and the warning 
distances are calculated for each node segment 
based on Vmax for the segment shown in red. As the 
vehicle approaches each subsequent node segment, 
the associated warning distance is computed as 
dwarn, seg1, dwarn, seg2, dwarn, seg3 and so on. In this 
example, assume that the computed radius of 
segment 3 is smaller than that of segment 2. The 
dwarn generated for segment 3 would supersede the 
dwarn generated for segment 2 when the vehicle 
speed is above the Vmax for segment 3. 

Reduced Speed Zone Warning / Lane Closure 
The RSZW/LC application informs the driver of an approaching work zone and warns 
vehicle operators when the following conditions occur:  

1. Vehicle speed is higher than the posted speed limit in the work zone; and 

2. Changes in roadway such as lane closure that requires a lane change 

The in-vehicle application receives work zone 
related information from the infrastructure and 
combines it with vehicle dynamics parameters 
to warn the driver, if appropriate. The 
information flow for the RLVW/LC application 
is shown in Figure 9. 

The BIM for RSZW/LC application supports 
data elements for total number of lanes, open 

Figure 8 - Example of Warning 
Distances Determination for CSW 

Figure 9 - RSZW/LC Application 
Information Flow 
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and closed lanes, offset for closed lanes in the work zone, work zone length, presence of 
workers and speed limits. The application informs and warns diver based on the vehicle 
speed and the lane in which the vehicle is traveling, as appropriate.  

Results of operational tests of V2I Safety Applications 
Testing efforts were classified in two categories – preliminary and objective testing. 
Preliminary testing was carried out on metropolitan Detroit roads in the vicinity of the CAMP 
campus in Farmington Hills, MI, to refine application algorithms and parameters.  

Objective testing was conducted at a proving ground test facility in Fowlerville, MI. During 
the two rounds of testing in November 2015 and in February 2016, different parameters for 
the in-vehicle and infrastructure functions were evaluated. The parameters were modified to 
achieve desired performance. Factors impacting driving speeds and proper vehicle operation 
for the conditions present, such as driving visibility, road surface and condition, 
superelevation, lane closures, and signal timing, were simulated by altering the infrastructure-
based messages, namely the SPaT and MAP for RLVW and the BIM for CSW. Multiple lane 
closures were considered to evaluate the performance of the RSZW/LC application. The 
observation and timing of expected driver notification and warning in the applications were 
key indicators used to assess the performance of the prototype V2I safety applications. 

More than twenty distinct scenarios were designed and over one hundred test runs for each 
scenario were conducted using both light- and heavy-duty vehicles over a period of seven 
months. The test scenarios and algorithm parameters were adjusted as necessary to 
incorporate the vehicle dynamics associated with light- and heavy-duty vehicles. Table 3 
provides an overview of the vehicle, road/traffic parameter, and infrastructure-based message 
combinations that were tested.  

Table 3 - Road/Traffic Parameters for V2I Safety Applications 

 
The data analysis phase provided for adjustment and verification of the algorithms as 
designed. The analyses also identified adjustments needed for the CSW application when the 
vehicle speed was greater than 10 mi/hr (16 k/hr) above the computed Vmax. The analyses also 
identified adjustments needed in the arrangement of latitude and longitude “waypoints” with 
respect to the reference point used in constructing the BIM for the CSW application.  

With specific regard to commercial vehicles, the data analyses verified the need for warnings 
based on stability criteria, and thus the need to execute in real-time, the stability evaluation 
simultaneously with the traction evaluation. This was demonstrated in testing on the highway 
and the proving grounds in situations where the traction-loss (centripetal) threshold speed 
was far greater than the “rollover” (stability) threshold speed. The data analyses helped 
underscored the differences in vehicle dynamics for heavy-duty vehicles with respect to light 
vehicles, algorithmic designs, and roadway parameters to prepare for subsequent field trials 
and pilots. Table 4 summarizes the outcomes from the objective testing and the key 
observations for each safety application.  
 

V2I Safety 
Applications

I2V 
Message Passenger Commercial

Road 
Surface 

Type

Surface 
Friction 

Coefficient
Curvature Super 

elevation Visibility Multiple 
Lanes

Lane 
Closures

Presence 
of 

Workers

RLVW
SPaT /
MAP /
RTCM

  

CSW BIM       
RSZW/LC BIM     

Test Vehicles Road / Traffic Parameters
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Table 4: Summary of Conducted Objective Tests 

Application Test 
scenarios 

Scenario description Success 
% 

Remarks 

RLVW 10 

• 2-lane and 4-lane 
intersections 

• 81 test runs 

• 55 mph approach speeds 

67% 

Unsuccessful test runs due to: 

o Signal phase synchronization issue 
with start of test runs   

o Improper map matching for a lane with 
permissible multiple movement  

Next Steps: Update algorithm to address 
map matching based on vehicle turn 
signal indicator and signal phase 
association for lanes with multiple 
movement 

CSW 6 

• Single and dual radii 
curves 

• Simulated various road 
surface conditions 

• 89 test runs 

• 35-55 mph approach 
speeds for cars and 20-40 
mph for the truck 

83% 

Unsuccessful test runs generated either 
late Inform or late Warnings(s): 

o Late Inform - delayed map matching 
of the approach lane caused by 
incorrect placement of cones 

o Late warning when vehicle speed 
was marginally higher than the 
computed Vmax curve speed 

Next Steps: Update algorithm to address 
late warning when vehicle speed < 12 
mph higher than the computed maximum 
curve speed   

RSZW/LC 5 

• 3-lane work zone with 
workers present, multiple 
lane closures 

• 90 test runs at 70 mph and 
45 mph approach speeds 
for all vehicles 

95% 

Test runs for 7 test were not logged.  

All recorded test runs generated Inform 
and Warning within prescribed range 
including suppression of warning for lane 
closure based on vehicle turn signal 
indicator 

Future activities 
Future work will include further refinements and enhancements to all three safety 
applications. A feasibility study will be conducted to accommodate actuated and coordinated 
actuated traffic signals in the RLVW application. For CSW, further testing will be conducted 
on public roads to measure application performance on single-radius, multiple-radii and 
s-curve roads. The RSZW/LC application will be further tested on live work zones of varying 
complexities. 
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